ACT NOW! Buy Direct from MANUFACTURER & SAVE!

PERSONALIZED SWAGGER STICKS

MADE OF THE FINEST STRAIGHT GRAINED MAPLE, WITH SOLID BRASS-TOP AND BASE, HAND-CRAFTED. Must be seen to be appreciated!

$3.00 each

Swag Stick, with top and base only

Birch handles, each incl. str. dr. 33¢ each. Monograms or Letters ordered on top of Birch $1.00 per letter or monogram

2 or 3 in. long $2.50 Add. General

4 or 5 in. long $3.00 Add. General

6 or 7 in. long $3.50 Add. General

Carved, Maj. 1½, Gen. 2, Maj. 3, Gen. 4 (Emblematic) $3.50 Add.

Carved $4.50 $5.50 $6.50 Add.

All Swagger Sticks are made in order only. Delivery 2 weeks or sooner.

PERSONALIZED

MILITARY DRESS CORPORATION MANUFACTURED AND SWAGGER STICK STAND. Made for men or Swagger stick, with a grooved top of oak, for a perfect fit, so the pen and pencil sits. Complete with name engraved with 5 letters or initials.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE

$4.50 each

PERSONALIZED STAND COMPLETE AS SHOWN (DOES NOT INCLUDE SWAGGER STICK)

DESK STAND

gauge orfe. Highly polished, mirror-like finish, choice plated to match metal at Swagger Stick. Stands made with Birch and Birch Lumber. 8 in. long. 1 1/2 in. wide. 1 1/2 in. high.

NOW Complete Set consisting of Pistol Belt

Extra large brass buckle with 4 large size brass keepers

$3.75 each set

 Vũn (5/4 X 3/4)

The belt and accessories can be purchased separately at the following prices:

Belt buckle $1.75 each

Brass keepers 15 each

Pistol Belt with solid brass hardware, silver white, 80.0

Black or dark green $1.75 each

We carry a complete line of Regimental Crests, Enlisted Men’s and Officers’ insignia plus hundreds of military accessories.

RIGIDWAY FIELDCAP

(SHAPE RETAINING 90% SATEEN FATIGUE)

SPECIALIZED HAT DYES WATER REPELLENT ALL SIZES

$5.00

In lots of 2 or more

(10% Additional for overseas)

Write for our FREE Illustrated Catalogue.

Taxes: All shipments are F.O.B., New York City. Mat 30 days when ordering through a unit fund, state or Federal Government, All other than above orders, must be accompanied by cash or money order.

TOPPER MERCHANDISING

640 Broadway, New York 12, N.Y.
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DEAR GUARDSMEN:

Mae Blanshe, the three kids and the dog haven’t expressed themselves about it in public, so far, but we sure would like to know what the McCloskeys family really thinks about its welcome in Washington.

In mid-February they set out—all six of them—in the old Ford, dragging about two tons of impediments in a trailer, visiting relatives between Culver City, Calif., and Washington, D.C. Though their course veered North at one point, they missed heavy snows that immobilized a large portion of the East—only to get caught in a real whining-ding that paralyzed Washington before they had a chance to get fully unloaded and unpacked and settled into their suburban Virginia home. And there’s been snow or rain most of the time since.

Now it’s turning Spring-like, and maybe things will look differently.

Our new Associate Editor was, until he joined us, PIO for Call’s 40th Armored Div., and Managing Editor of the Cleber City Sun-News. A pre-WW II Aert Magr of a Wichita, Kan., movie house, he becomes an MV during the war, gave up motorcycle riding partly because Gen George Patton insisted on having half-stuff on call, then front bumper corrected a hair’s breadth from Mac’s tall tail. Took up full-time journalism after the war, and tied-in with the 40th, serving with it in Japan and Korea.

THE STAFF

OUR COVER: The slashing, murderous shock of an armored attack, as demonstrated in our cover photo of So Call 40th Armored tankers in training, was recorded as long as 577 years ago when the Crushe rrepatriated a much larger Hungarian force, using righthanded, horse-drawn “wagon-layers” bearing a small cannon and 20 fighting men (“These Were The Tankers,” Page 8).
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